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Abstract
Depolarization sequences triggering mechanical contraction of the heart are largely determined by the cardiac
conduction system (CS). Many biophysical models of cardiac electrophysiology still have poor representations of
the CS. This work proposes a semiautomatic method for
the generation of an anatomically-realistic porcine CS that
reproduces ventricular activation properties in swine computational models.
Personalized swine biventricular models were built from
magnetic resonance images. Electrical propagation was
described by the monodomain model. The CS was defined from manually-determined anatomic landmarks using geodesic paths and a fractal tree algorithm. Two CS
distributions were defined, one restricted to the subendocardium and another one by performing a subendo-tointramyocardium projection based on histological porcine
data. Depolarization patterns as well as left ventricular
transmural and inter-ventricular delays were assessed to
describe ventricular activation by the two CS distributions.
The electrical excitations calculated using the two CS
distributions were in good agreement with reported activation patterns. The pig-specific subendo-intramyocardial
CS led to improved reproduction of experimental activation delays in ventricular endocardium and epicardium.

1.

Introduction

In silico modeling and simulation have become powerful tools to gain insight into cardiac electrical activity.
In silico representation of the cardiac conduction system
(CS) arises as a vital step in cardiac electrophysiology, as
it determines the ventricular activation sequence that triggers mechanical contraction to pump blood throughout the
body. Several CS computational descriptions have been

proposed, most of them grounded on reported histological
images or aimed at reproducing physiological and pathological excitation patterns including, among the latter, retrograde conduction and life-threatening arrhythmias [1,2].
While relevant advances have been made in the speciesspecific or patient-specific mathematical representation of
cardiac ion kinetics, ventricular anatomies and fiber orientation fields, modeling of the CS and its connection with
the ventricular myocardium is not so well developed, particularly in pigs, which are commonly used due to their
similarity to humans in terms of ventricular electrophysiology. The infeasibility to acquire personalized in vivo
CS data encourages computational definitions of CS using
mathematical algorithms seeking to replicate available experimental evidence [3].
This work develops semiautomatic methods to generate
a CS representation that accurately reproduces depolarization patterns in computational models of healthy pig ventricles, with the generated CS being species-specific and
anatomically-realistic. Porcine-specific biventricular geometries and fiber fields were determined from diffusionweighted magnetic resonance images (DW-MRI). Transmural heterogeneities were defined by solving a DirichletLaplace problem in the biventricular domain [4]. Two
different CS distributions were evaluated, one restricted
to the subendocardium and another one involving deeper
intramyocardial projection. Validation was performed by
calculating activation times (ATs) and comparing with experimentally available depolarizing patterns.

2.

Materials and Methods

2.1.

Modeling and Simulation

Ex vivo DW-MRI were obtained from three porcine
samples while preserving cardiac volume and avoiding

Figure 1: Modeling pipeline. (a) Diffusion images. Baseline and three gradients are depicted. (b) Segmentation.
(c) Volume discretization. (d) CS computation. (e) Transmural heterogeneity, with endo-, mid- and epicardium depicted in blue, white and red, respectively. (f) Per-slice
diffusion tensor estimations shown by colored glyphs. (g)
Tractography determination.

chambers collapse. Figure 1 shows the modeling pipeline
used to create realistic biventricular computational models
based on processing of ex vivo data.
First, a semi-automatic approach was used to segment
the ventricular myocardium. The three-dimensional (3D)
segmentation was discretized by irregular tetrahedral elements with maximum volume of 0.1 mm3 employing the
iso2mesh framework [5]. Due to ventricular thickness inhomogeneity, a multi-diffusion analysis was used to segment the myocardium transmurally. Following the method
proposed in [4], the Laplace equation was solved with
distinct epicardial and left and right endocardial Dirichlet boundary conditions as well as a zero-flux Neumann
boundary condition on the base of the heart. Thresholds
were set to define endo-, mid- and epicardial layers with a
transmural proportion of 0.4, 0.35 and 0.25, respectively.
Cardiac DW-MRI was acquired with 16 directional electromagnetic gradients for pig 1 and 64 for pigs 2 and 3,
enabling the estimation of the diffusivity function as a
positive-valued Cartesian tensor with even order and full
symmetry [6]. The direction with major water diffusivity
in a voxel, which corresponds to the diffusion tensor eigenvector in that spatial location, was assigned as the longitudinal fiber direction.
Electrophysiological propagation in ventricular tissue
was described by the monodomain model. The O’HaraRudy model [7] was employed to represent the cellular
action potential of the endo-, mid- and epicardium, while
CS cellular electrophysiology was defined by the Stewart
model [8]. The reaction-diffusion equation was solved using the in-house developed software ELECTRA [9–11]. A
method that dynamically selects the time integration step
allowing an explicit derivative computation with the forward Euler method in the time domain was used. The fi-

nite element method was employed for the numerical resolution of the spatial derivatives.
An orthotropic diffusivity with transverse isotropy was
considered for modeling the ventricular domain. Ventricular longitudinal diffusivity was set to 0.0013 cm2 /ms with
a transverse-to-longitudinal diffusivity ratio of 0.25, which
matches the reported anisotropy in cardiac conduction velocity [12]. The longitudinal diffusivity of the CS was
set to 0.01 cm2 /ms and decremented around the Purkinjemyocardial junction (PMJ) to match ventricular diffusion
using a Boltzmann curve as in [1].
All cellular models were individually simulated for
1000 s to reach a stable action potential duration. Each
biventricular simulation consisted of two 1 Hz-paced cycles, with the second cycle being used for AT calculation.
Stimuli of 80 mA-magnitude and 1 ms-duration were applied at the atrioventricular node (AVN). PMJ-activated
ventricular nodes were located at a maximum distance of
1 mm from the CS.

2.2.

Conduction System Determination

The CS mesh was generated by connecting manually
located landmarks with one-dimensional elements in the
3D space. First, the AVN was positioned 5 mm above
the septal base towards the anterior right ventricle (RV).
The His bundle continued with a straight line until the
septum, where a bifurcation originated the left and right
branches, both of which traveled straight until the left and
right basal endocardium of the septum, respectively, as
shown in Figure 2a. The branches grew from base to
apex through geodesic paths computed in the endocardial
meshes. The left one ramified into the anterior and posterior left branches whilst the right one developed parallel
to the endocardial surface, ending in the anterior RV. The
three branches ended in the insertion of the papillary muscles at nearly one third in the apico-basal direction.
The Purkinje tree was delineated from the endpoints of
the three bundle branches with a fractal tree algorithm and
projected onto the endocardial surfaces, as reported in [3].
Both ventricles contained regularly distributed PMJs except for the basal area and the posterior RV. This CS distribution where the projection only reached subendocardial tissue was denominated subendocardial CS (s-CS).
In addition, a more porcine-specific intramyocardial CS
(i-CS) was defined by including a deeper projection onto
the ventricular walls according to histological observations
from [13]. To build the i-CS, the diffusion scalar maps
and the mid-myocardial boundaries previously established
when setting the transmural heterogeneities were considered to define the subendo- and intramyocardial ventricular regions, as depicted in Figure 2b. The subendocardial
region (S) was computed as the outermost half of the endocardium while the intramyocardial region (I) was defined
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Figure 2: (a) In silico His bundle with left anterior, left
posterior and right branches. (b) The LV transmural layers
and its diffusion scalar map calculated solving a DirichletLaplace problem are depicted, with Ep: epi, M: mid, En:
endo, I: intramyo and S: subendo. (c) s-CS and i-CS for
pig 2 shown in black and white, respectively.
as the middle third of the mid-myocardium. The projection was performed in two steps. In the first one, every
CS node was projected onto S except for the right Purkinje tree. The projection magnitude for a CS node was
computed as its mean distance with the 5 nearest subendocardial nodes while its projection direction was obtained
as the mean normal direction of the 15 nearest myocardial
nodes at the endocardial surface. In the second step, 75 %
of the CS ending branches in the left ventricle (LV) were
further projected onto I, as shown in Figure 2c. The ending node of a CS ending branch CSeb was assigned a projection direction CSebd and magnitude CSebm as described
above. Then, the CSeb nodes were relocated by setting the
fixed CSebd direction and by linearly varying their projection magnitudes from zero to CSebm for the joint and ending nodes, respectively. To avoid sharp orientation changes
in the projected CS mesh, the maximum angle between two
segments was constrained to ±20°.

2.3.

Activation Characterization

Simulated myocardial ATs for both CS distributions
were compared against experimental activation patterns including descriptions of initial excitation, first epicardial
breakthrough and final epicardial depolarization for both
ventricles [14, 15]. Moreover, ventricular delays were calculated as in [16]. The inter-ventricular delay (IVD) was
computed as the difference between the earliest AT in LV
and RV epicardium.
The LV transmural delay (LVTD) was calculated as the
difference between the earliest AT in LV epicardium and
endocardium. The computed delays were compared to corresponding experimental values reported for porcine [16]
and human ventricles [14, 15].

3.

Results and Discussion

The i-CS distribution yielded lower ATs than the s-CS
distribution for the three simulated porcine ventricles. This
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Figure 3: Histogram of ATs calculated for s-CS and i-CS
distributions in simulated pig 1.

is illustrated for simulated pig 1 in Figure 3.
The excitation was initiated between 2 and 4 ms earlier
in the LV than in the RV for the s-CS, which agreed with
the early LV depolarization reported in [14]. For the i-CS,
these time differences were reduced by 1 ms with respect
to the s-CS. The pattern of excitation initiation was the
same as for the s-CS, except for pig 2 where the starting
excitation occurred simultaneously in both ventricles.
For both s-CS and i-CS, the first epicardial breakthrough
was found at the apex and pretrabecularis area of the RV,
presumably due to the thinner wall of the RV. Specifically,
the pretrabecularis area was activated in the range of 16
to 27 ms for the s-CS, while for the i-CS this range was
slightly lower, from 15 to 25 ms, which better replicates
the 7 to 25 ms experimental range shown in [15].
The depolarization waves within each ventricle ended in
the postero-basal area for both LV and RV regardless of the
CS distribution, which resembled experimentally reported
depolarization patterns. Maximum ATs were located at the
postero-basal RV in all biventricular geometries and were
found to diminish from 75, 97 and 87 ms for the s-CS to
67, 93 and 86 ms for the i-CS for simulated pigs 1, 2 and
3, respectively, thus resulting in better agreement with the
values described in [14].
Simulated IVD and LVTD values for the two tested CS
distributions are shown in Table 1. The i-CS allowed better reproduction of the swine experimental mean LVTD of
11 ms reported in [16]. LVTD decremented from a mean
value of 36 ms for the s-CS to 22.3 ms for the i-CS over
the three pig ventricular models. Similarly, the simulated
mean IVD was reduced from 21.3 for s-CS to 15 ms for
i-CS, better approximating the mean IVD delays of 12.4
and 5.4 ms reported experimentally in humans [15] and
pigs [16], respectively. The three simulated pigs showed
a reduction in the activation delays for i-CS as compared
to s-CS, with the largest differences observed for simulated

Table 1: Inter-ventricular, IVD, and transmural, LVTD, activation delays for s-CS and i-CS distributions.
[6]

LVTD (ms)
IVD (ms)

Pig1
s-CS i-CS
27
9
14
4

Pig2
s-CS i-CS
53
40
35
30

Pig3
s-CS i-CS
28
18
15
11

[7]

pig 1 which might be caused by a thinner LV in this case.
[8]

4.

Conclusion

This work proposes a method for in silico definition of pig-specific CS that departs from a subendocardial CS representation, s-CS, and performs a subendoto-intramyocardium projection based on porcine histology
data to obtain an i-CS representation. In pig-specific biventricular models, both CS representations reproduced the
expected depolarization sequence, with i-CS better replicating the RV epicardial ATs in the pretrabecularis area.
Also, simulated transmural and inter-ventricular delays
were in better agreement with experimental values when
calculated with i-CS than with s-CS.
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